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Figure 1. (left) An expert directly specifies a rotation and translation of the box using multi-touch. (center) Rotated and translated
visual cue from workers’ perspective. (right) As the worker moves the box, the SAR cue is updated.
INTRODUCTION
Remote guidance takes place when multiple participants in
different locations work together to perform a task involving
physical objects. Typically the scenario involves an ‘expert’ with
specialized knowledge in the task situated remotely from the
physical task environment. They collaborate, using available
communication tools, with a ‘worker’ who is co-located and able
to physically interact with the task environment.

ABSTRACT
This paper presents a spatial multi-touch system for the remote
guidance of physical tasks that uses semantic information about
the physical properties of the environment. It enables a remote
expert to observe a video feed of the local worker’s environment
and directly specify object movements via a touch display. Visual
feedback for the gestures is displayed directly in the local
worker’s physical environment with Spatial Augmented Reality
and observed by the remote expert through the video feed. A
virtual representation of the physical environment is captured with
a Kinect that facilitates the context-based interactions. We
evaluate two methods of remote worker interaction, object-based
and sketch-based, and also investigate the impact of two camera
positions, top and side, for task performance. Our results indicate
translation and aggregate tasks could be more accurately
performed via the object based technique when the top-down
camera feed was used. While, in the case of the side on camera
view, sketching was faster and rotations were more accurate. We
also found that for object-based interactions the top view was
better on all four of our measured criteria, while for sketching no
significant difference was found between camera views.

In our research, one of the task scenarios we aim to support is a
science laboratory technician (worker) at a lab-bench, receiving
guidance from a remote supervising scientist (expert). Sometimes
that scientist can be remote due to geography, and other times
there might be a quarantine barrier in place that is costly to cross1.
We are therefore motivated to develop systems that support
remote guidance of part-tasks such as spatial arrangement (of
equipment and specimens) on the research bench top.
There are many different approaches to improving the
communication tools and capabilities of the remote helper to
enable efficient guiding techniques. These include videoconference situations [16], view sharing based head mounted
display (HMD) systems [15] and through the use of spatial
augmented reality. Unfortunately, in video-conference based
systems, the expert is only able to provide verbal cues in response
to the visual feed. HMD systems are a form of augmented reality,
however they suffer from being encumbering wearable devices
that can limit the helpers’ freedom to move or operate.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.1. [Information interfaces and presentation] Artificial,
augmented and virtual realities; H.5.2. [Information interfaces
and presentation] Input devices and strategies.
General Terms
Human Factors, Design, Experimentation.

Spatial Augmented Reality (SAR) systems use projectors to
display computer generated graphics directly onto the physical
environment [3]. SAR provides the benefit of augmentation
without wearable or hand-held devices. Furthermore, since the
workspace is augmented spatially, the same graphics can
potentially be seen by multiple workers using naked-eye stereo
affordances (i.e. simply looking at real-world objects).

Keywords
Spatially Augmented Reality; Remote Guidance; Object
Manipulation; Multi touch interaction; 3D CHI.
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Some SAR based remote guidance systems have superimposed
the expert’s sketches or hand gestures into the worker’s
1
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This example is inspired though working on the CSIRO's collaboration
platform for the Australian Animal Health Laboratory to facilitate the
management of exotic diseases.
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environment, but they have typically not used any semantic
information about the 3D properties of the physical objects.

experts to orient themselves, define reference points, and use
relative movements.

We propose a method that encompasses the benefits of SAR and
incorporates interaction techniques previously developed for 2D
manipulation of virtual 3D objects [18]. As shown in Figure 1 and
Figure 2, users are able to touch objects on a video feed and
manipulate a hidden virtual representation of the physical work
environment. Changes made in the virtual scene are used to
generate augmentations in the real world that act as spatially
aligned guidance for the worker. As objects are moved within the
physical scene, the virtual model is updated and the
augmentations can also be updated accordingly.

In some non-collaborative scenarios, SAR has been shown to
benefit guidance of physical tasks. LightGuide is a system that
projected guidance cues onto a moving hand to follow a particular
path [29]. Rosenthal et al. used micro-projectors to complement
on-screen instructions for manual task guidance and determined
situations in which guidance improved and decreased
performance tasks [28]. Marner et al. [19] showed that, for a
procedural button pushing task, SAR overlays led to faster task
completion speeds and fewer errors.
Tsimeris explored a variety of projected cues that could assist in
the arrangement of physical objects [33]. While the system did
incorporate a 2D GUI authoring tool, capable of real-time
manipulation, it did not facilitate a collaborative remote guidance
scenario, nor any video feedback to a remote expert.
Henderson has shown that dynamic instructions overlaid on or
near objects is preferred for psychomotor tasks and is significantly
more efficient when compared to a nearby LCD display [11]. That
study was specific to HMD based augmented reality and the
guidance was entirely pre-authored.
Tecchia et al. employed depth cameras to stream real time virtual
representations of the workspace for remote guidance [32]. The
system required the expert to wear an HMD showing a depth
camera feed from the workspace, while the worker watched a
combination of that feed and a depth camera feed taken of the
expert’s hands. The BeThere system [30] used a similar
techniques but required the depth camera and feedback display to
be held in the non-dominant hand.

Figure 2. A workflow of how a virtual scene can be used to
mediate in SAR-based remote guidance
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:





We extend the concept of object based touch manipulation
originally introduced in a works-in-progress paper by
Ranatunga et al. [25]
We have implemented a prototype system that allows an
expert to use multi-touch gestures to translate, rotate and
annotate an object on a video feed, via a proxy target, causing
meaningful projections onto the real world.
A user study showed that object manipulation is able to
improve upon sketching based SAR remote guidance from a
view point perpendicular to the work surface.

The RemoteFusion system [1] also used depth cameras to capture
a 3D scene for a remote expert. The expert could draw on the 3D
model and the sketches were projected using SAR onto the
physical workspace. Again, unlike the system we present in this
paper, RemoteFusion did not perform any segmentation or
tracking of the individual objects that made up the scene.
TeleAdvisor [9] was a SAR based remote guidance system that
projected a green square into the scene and used it to estimate the
location of roughly planar surfaces. The Sticky Light system [8]
similarly tracked planar surfaces (or almost any other object)
using fiducial markers. Although the expert’s annotations ‘stuck’
to the tracked objects, the input method was still just ‘sketching’.

In the following sections we review some related work. We then
review the concept of object-based touch manipulation, including
a focus on how some interaction techniques can be employed. We
then present an evaluation of two such techniques using our
prototype system under two possible camera configurations.

Suenaga et al. [31] implemented a tele-instruction system which
used a shared AR space. The expert would manipulate a single
ultrasonic probe via a visualization named a ‘Web-Mark’ which
was projected onto the body of a patient. Hiura [12] developed a
tele-direction system that creates a virtual model of objects to
allow for projected annotations. That system operated somewhat
like a 3D version of the copy/paste feature of Wellner and
Freeman’s Double Digital Desk [34]. We extend these ideas by
allowing the expert to manipulate multiple object targets using
direct and indirect touch input. Furthermore, our system does not
require the expert to first trace the outline of the object(s).

RELATED WORK
Our approach draws from a variety of fields, including remote
guidance, SAR guidance, 3D multi-touch and proxy-based 2D
image manipulation.
Many previous remote guidance systems involve a shared video
feed of the worker’s environment, composited together with the
expert’s hands [16], pinpoints [7], or sketch annotations [6,23]. A
comparison of existing remote gesture technologies was
conducted by Kirk and Stanton Fraser [14]. In particular, they
evaluated two SAR-like methods: projected hands, and projected
sketches. In the first setup, the helper’s hands were recorded from
a top down camera and the video feed was directly projected onto
the surface of the worker’s location. The second approach
extended the first by including a digital whiteboard that allowed
for the combination of sketching as well as the hands. In both
systems, visual feedback to the expert was via a camera feed of
the augmented physical world shared with the worker. There was
no model of the scene within the system so it was up to the

A number of research efforts have explored the ways 2D multitouch can be used to interact with 3D virtual environments and
Liu et al. [18] provide a good comparison of current methods.
This is a relatively new field, but already we are seeing useful
abstractions emerge which permit different ways of interacting,
depending on the required task.
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overheaad). The propposed system ddeals with thiss issue by
automaatically generatinng the visualizattions.

Inn terms of inteeraction with caaptured 2D scen
nes, there is also
related work in video and photo
o manipulation. Dragicevic et al.
a
[5] described a system
s
for direct manipulation of
o video playbacck
uusing inter-fram
me optical flow
w. Proxy-based manipulation of
pphotographed ob
bjects has been presented
p
by Zheeng et al. [35] an
nd
C
Chen et al. [4] using,
u
respectiveely, cuboid and cylinder proxiees.
M
More recently, this
t
idea was ex
xtended by Kho
olgade et al. [13]
w
with more comp
plex 3D proxies sourced from online
o
libraries. In
oour new system we take inspiraation from thesee approaches, an
nd
uuse proxies to faacilitate a remotee expert’s touch interaction with
ha
liive video stream
m.

Spatia
al Direct and In
ndirect Touch
h
Our syystem allows 22D gestures peerformed on a multi-touch
displayy to select and translate basedd on the constraaints of the
physicaal environment. Used by the reemote expert, onnly gestures
and a vvideo feed are shhown on the dispplay (as shown iin Figure 4).
The vissual cues are preesented to the loocal worker throough SAR in
mote expert
the 3D
D physical spacee (which are fedd back to the rem
We describe thiss translation
automaatically in the caaptured video). W
as “spaatial direct touchh” manipulation [20] as the projjected target
remain s under the user''s finger no mattter where it movves.

O
OBJECT BASE
ED REMOTE GUIDANCE
G
W
We extended thee concept of objject based touch
h manipulation for
f
remote guidance from Ranatungaa et al. [25] with
h spatial direct an
nd
inndirect touch capability and a sketching featu
ure. Object baseed
toouch manipulattion for remotte guidance ap
pplies 3D spatiial
kknowledge of a physical worksp
pace to allow a remote expert to
ddenote understan
ndable guidance via a multi-touch
h interface.

A secoond finger allow
ws for indirect rrotation by movving up and
down tthe vertical axiss of the screen ((see Figure 5). T
The rotation
finger can be used too rotate the object from anywhhere on the
screen and both fingerss can be moved independently, aallowing for
simultaaneous rotation aand translation.
An alteernative to the ddirect-translationn/indirect-rotatioon technique
could hhave been to aim
m for entirely dirrect manipulationn. However,
as we aare essentially m
manipulating reall physical objectts (albeit via
virtual proxy), there aree physical constrraints to consideer.

Innteracting with 3D informatio
on through a 2D
D interface is an
a
innherently diffi
ficult problem [26]. Objecct based toucch
m
manipulation fo
or remote guiidance constraiins the expertt’s
innteractions to actions that make
m
sense in the physical 3D
3
eenvironment, succh as laboratory
y equipment rem
maining in contaact
w
with a workbencch, and aims to make the preseented informatio
on
eeasier to specify and more undeerstandable. To enable a mappin
ng
fr
from the remote expert’s interacttion with a 2D multi-touch
m
screeen
innto the 3D physical workspace, a virtual world is constructed an
nd
m
maintained to miirror the real wo
orld (see Figure 3). Proxy objeccts
inn the virtual world can then be interacted
i
with through
t
the use of
m
multi-touch gestu
ures. As soon as
a the location or
o orientation off a
pproxy differs from its respective physical objectt, SAR visual cu
ues
aare generated to
o assist the work
ker in manipulaating the physiccal
oobject to match the
t according tarrget pose. The prroxy is effectiveely
uused by the remo
ote expert to speecify the ‘end goal’
g
of a physiccal
m
manipulation for the worker. A more
m
detailed description of objeect
bbased touch maanipulation for remote
r
guidance is presented in
R
Ranatunga et al. [25].

One tecchnique, now w
widespread in phhoto viewing appps on multitouch ttablets and phonnes, is drag to trranslate, pinch tto scale and
twist too rotate [27]. Inn this case, therre is no useful analogue to
‘scale’ in the physicall context, especially when we assume that
boxes ccannot float in m
mid air above thhe table. Attemppting to use
this tecchnique thereforre results in incoonsistencies succh as can be
seen inn Figure 6.
We notte here that Liuu et al. [18] havve previously demonstrated
that a nnon-direct maniipulation methood can out-perfoorm a direct
manipuulation method iin some contextss. Others have aalso reported
that seeparating the ddegrees of freedom in the innterface can
improvve the accuracy because they do not require the user to
modifyy one aspect in orrder to refine annother [21,22].

Figurre 4. (Left) Seleccting an object,, such as one of the boxes,
by toouching it with oone finger on th
he touch screen
n, selects it
and ccreates a virtuaal target. The taarget is projecteed directly
onto th
he physical tablle. (Right) Moviing the finger oon the touch
screeen causes the prrojected target tto move accord
dingly and
appear to stayy directly underr the user’s fingger.

w of our system concept
Figure 3. An overview
S
SAR systems typ
pically only perm
mit projection off graphics onto th
he
ssurfaces of physical objects. In sketching based
d SAR systems, it
m
may be hard for
f the helper to visualize a meaningful 2D
2
pprojection for so
ome manipulatio
ons (such as rotations) and fro
om
ssome viewing angles (such as
a anything oth
her than directtly

Fiigure 5. Using a second finger tto swipe up and
d down
anywh
here on the tou
uch screen will ccause the projeccted target
tto rotate around
d the first fingeer’s current possition.
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UATION
EVALU
We deesigned and coonducted a userr study to investigate the
perform
mance of this neew remote guidaance system. Thee user study
was coonducted as a coounterbalanced 22x2 within-subjects design,
with thhe independent vvariables being tw
wo camera anglees that could
be pracctically installedd in a science llab (top-down oor from-theside) aand type of S
SAR interactionn (our new oobject-based
manipuulation or ‘tradittional’ sketchinng). There were 12 pairs of
particippants with eachh pair working together to com
mplete tasks
from eaach of the 4 condditions:

Figure 6. An alternative
a
interraction techniqu
ue that uses two
o
ffingers to drag/p
pinch/rotate can
n experience inconsistencies du
ue
to the inability
y of physical objjects to scale up
p or down in thee
real world.
w

top_ob
bject – object baased input on thee top camera view
w
top_sk
ketch – sketch baased input on thee top camera vieew
side_ob
bject – object baased input on thee side camera view
side_sk
ketch – sketch bbased input on thhe side camera viiew

S
Sketching
W
We expect that, for
f some tasks, sketch
s
based rem
mote guidance will
w
sstill be useful an
nd therefore we have aimed forr our object-baseed
im
mplementation to
t be compatiblee with sketching. In our prototyp
pe,
ssketching is imp
plemented in a similar way to the Sticky Lig
ght
ssystem described
d by Gunn and Adcock [8], in which geometrric
kknowledge of th
he physical sceene is used to ensure sketcheed
aannotations are projected
p
in the correct
c
locations.

This stuudy consisted 199 males and 5 females. Participaants reported
they weere generally not familiar with aaugmented realityy, SAR or
remote guidance, but m
most were very fa
familiar with touch screens.
Setup
Within each pair, parrticipants were randomly assiggned a role
(either worker or expeert), which they kept for the enttire duration
of the ttrial i.e. the workker and expert ddid not swap rolees. Both the
workerr and expert werre situated in thee same room annd could talk
naturallly with each oother. During eeach trial, the w
worker was
unable to see the experrt due to the erecction of a physiccal barrier to
block visibility. The room was inteernal to the buuilding and
lightingg was kept consistent through the use of indooor lighting.
The eexperimenter w
was situated with visibilityy to both
environnments, giving the ability to ttake notes withhout moving
around in a distracting manner. The exxpert had two maain displays;
the touuch screen withh which they innteracted and a goal screen
which ddisplayed instrucctions.

W
When the sketch
hing mode is acttive, users can use
u a single fing
ger
aas input. To avoiid finger occlusiion issues, a screeen-space offset is
aapplied (in a sim
milar way to the take-off techniqu
ue by Potter et al.
a
[24]), giving the impression thatt the ‘digital ink
k’ is flowing fro
om
he user’s finger. Their touch poin
nts are sensed an
nd
thhe very tip of th
ssent to the hidd
den virtual envirronment clone of
o the workspacce.
T
There, the touch
h points are ray
y-cast onto the respective virtu
ual
oobject and a glo
owing virtual lin
ne is created. This
T
results in th
he
gglowing lines being
b
displayed by the projecttor in the correect
loocation on the reespective physiccal objects.

F
Figure 7. Sketch
hing with a fing
ger on the remote expert’s toucch
screen resultss in glowing linees projected ontto the physical
objects in th
he workspace.
P
Prototype Implementation
A prototype systtem was constru
ucted to demonstrate and evaluaate
thhe concept of object based touch manipulation for remo
ote
gguidance, and th
he design of this system was inspired by a laab
w
workbench conttext. The systeem was impleemented with an
a
ooverhead Kinect depth camera, a projector and an external ‘sid
deoon’ camera (Lan
nir et al. [17] fou
und an optimal camera viewpoiint
ccan vary with the task). The rem
mote expert interracts with a multitoouch screen. Sin
nce the virtual world is hidden
n from the expert,
thhe visual feedb
back to the exp
pert is, in fact, the same as th
he
aaugmented envirronment provideed to the workerr. This enforcess a
sstrict shared view
w of the workp
place. An examp
ple of this can be
b
sseen in Figure 1. This overall sy
ystem arrangemeent can be seen in
F
Figure 3 and Figu
ure 8 and is desccribed further in [25].

Fiigure 8. (Left) T
The workspace u
used in the evalluation
Right) The grid
d pattern used tto design the arrrangement
(Top R
task iinstructions. (B
Bottom Right) A
An example arraangement
forr the remote exp
pert - using grid
d squares 1, 5, 6 and 9.
Tasks
s
Each p air of participannts would carry oout 20 trials in ttotal. Within
with spatially arrranging the
each trrial, participantss were tasked w
four ideentical boxes shhown in Figure 8 into positions oon a table. It
did nott matter which bbox went wheree, but the workeer would not
previouusly know wherre any of the boxes were suppposed to go.
Insteadd, the expert wass shown an imagge such as Figurre 8 (bottom
right) oon an auxiliary computer monittor, and was told to convey
the possitions to the woorker with the aiid of object mannipulation or
sketchiing. This task is designed to be similar to the spatial
ment on a lab--bench. In orderr to control
arrangeement of equipm
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Upon inspection of the data collected by the system, there were a
total of 7 values that had incorrect data recorded. These values
had unusually high costs for the translation, rotation and aggregate
cost measures. Each value was compared with the screen shots
that were taken at the end of each trial. By visual analysis and
comparison of the pose matrices of each box, it was determined
that the expert had ended the trial while the worker was occluding
a box from the tracking camera's view point. Since this
invalidated the data from those trials, those 7 values were
removed and replaced with 'missing' values in the statistics
software tool which, in turn, compensated for this in the analysis.

order effects, a 4x4 balanced Latin Square was used to determine
the order that the four conditions were administered.
To maintain a roughly consistent difficulty across each trial, 20
task goal images were generated according to a specific grid
location as highlighted in Figure 8 (top right). The angular
rotation of each of the 4 boxes was randomly generated such that
the total sum of all the rotation would be 180° so as to maintain
roughly equal rotational difficulty. The 20 task goals were
clustered according to their use of similar grid positions such that
they could be mapped in structured random order to the 20 trials
of each pair. This structured mapping meant that the practice run
of each condition would be from Cluster A, the second trial from
B, and so on until the last trial, which was always from Cluster E.
Experimental Procedure
The study was conducted with one pair of participants at a time.
The participants were first informed of their randomly assigned
role (worker or expert). The experimenter then provided a
demonstration of the system from both the expert’s perspective
and the worker’s perspective, with both participants seeing both
demonstrations. The demonstration also introduced a user study
management application including how to stop and start each trial.

Measure

Recording/Calculation Method

Total Time (ms)

The difference between the time of the trial
starting and the time of the touch screen
application being told the trial was over.
(Error: 1ms)

Translation Cost
per box (mm)

The tracking system reported the 4x4 pose
matrix of each box. The target pose was
saved when the tests were generated, and
we record the Euclidean distance between
the center of the target and the result box.

Rotation Cost per
box (radians)

Given a target pose matrix A, and end pose
matrix B, we calculate the transformation:
C = inverse(A)*B. C represents the
transformation to get from one box to the
other. We then decompose the rotation part
of C into a vector and angle component.
The cost is the angle in radians.

Aggregate Cost
per box (mm)

The Euclidean distance between the top
four corners of the target box (defined by
depth values closest to the tracking camera)
and the top four corners of the result box.

Total Translation
Cost (mm)

The sum total of the translation cost per
box. (Error: <11mm)

Total Rotation
Cost (radians)

The sum total of the rotation cost per box.
(Error: <0.1)

Total Aggregate
Cost (mm)

The sum total of the aggregate cost per box.
(Error: 68mm)

Then, for each condition in the experiment:
(a) The experimenter would demonstrate how to interact with the
respective particular condition.
(b) There would be one practice trial
(c) There would be 4 recorded trials
(d) In each trial the following procedure took place:






The user study management application would light up
the starting positions for boxes and wait for the worker
to confirm they are reset.
When both the worker and expert were ready, the expert
could press a key to start the timer and the trial.
The new task goal picture would appear on the experts'
second screen.
The pair would communicate to perform the task, while
the experimenter took down any notes and observations.
The expert would press a keyboard key to stop the timer
and end the trial, causing the system to record their box
arrangement.

Table 1. Quantitative Data Recorded

After all the trials were over, participants were then asked to
complete a survey to gather their opinions of the tasks they had
undertaken.

Measurement Error
The 3D tracking system was used for measuring the translation
cost, rotation cost and aggregate cost. The tracking system data;
however, had a certain level of noise in its accuracy. To calculate
the magnitude of this error before conducting the user study, we
captured the tracking data of 4 stationary boxes multiple times and
measured the range of values. The maximum error of the total
translation cost was found to be 10.4mm (mean of 2.6mm per
box). The maximum error of the total rotation cost was found to
be 0.06 radians (< 1 degree per box). The maximum error of the
total aggregate cost was 67.1mm (mean of 16.8mm per box). The
time measurement was meant to be accurate to the nanosecond
level; however, the signal to start and stop the timer is also
affected by network latency. In either case, this (<1ms, estimated)
error would be consistent between all trials and is not formally
tested. These values are included in Table 1.

Data Collection
The quantities measured during each trial are detailed in Table 1.
Time is used as the proxy for task efficiency, and Cost is inversely
proportional to task accuracy.
In addition to these measurements, we also kept the pose (position
and orientation) of each box at the start and end of each trial such
that scores based off new metrics could be calculated. A screen
shot from both cameras was also taken at the end of each trial.
These screen shots were used in the case of outliers during the
results analysis to visually verify whether any errors occurred in
the systems' gathering of data. All of the data was written to a few
different files, tagged by a unique identifier associated with the
participant ID and time. After all of the trials were complete, a
separate python script was written that allowed for easy
compilation of data into a single .csv file for statistical analysis.
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R
RESULTS
Inn this section, we
w report the reesults and analysis of each of th
he
ffour main quanttitative measurees: Task Time, Translation Cost,
R
Rotation Cost and Aggregate Cost. Note that these are
a
ssummarized in Table
T
2 at the start
s
of the next section. We also
report on some reesults from the user
u questionnairre.
T
Time
S
Side_object had
d the longest trrial time with a mean of 117
7.7
sseconds and a standard error of 6.90 seconds. The
T condition wiith
thhe shortest averaage completion time was top_ob
bject with a meaan
oof 91.2 seconds and a standard error
e
of 5.42 secconds. The overaall
m
mean was 106.27
7 seconds.
A split plot analy
ysis of variance was conducted on
o the data afterr a
nnatural log transsform was applied. This transfform was used to
ssatisfy the assum
mption of homogeeneity in the data.

Figuree 10. The averaage total translaation error of eaach trial by
cond
dition. Error baars represent th
he standard errror of the
m
mean, back-tran
nsformed after a log transform
mation.

T
The spit plot used the four condiitions as the maiin variable and th
he
ssplit on the test cluster
c
whilst ad
djusting for the effects
e
of differeent
ppairs and orders.. When tested fo
or differences in
n completion tim
me,
thhis analysis fo
ound a statistical difference between
b
the fo
our
cconditions (F(3,2
24)=3.79, p<0.05
5). The analysis also showed theere
w
was no significcant difference in time betw
ween test clusteers
(F(3,132)=1.60, p>0.05) and ev
ven less significance between th
he
ddifferent conditio
ons within test cllusters (F(9,132))=0.87, p>0.05)..

Analyssis using Fishers LSD post-hoc ttest showed thatt top_object
perform
med with a signnificantly lowerr cost than the other three
conditioons. Sketching from the top view is not ssignificantly
differennt under the LS
SD test at the 5%
% level in compparison with
the sidee conditions.
Rotatio
on Cost
The tottal rotation cost is the sum of thhe angular errorr in the four
boxes of each trial. A
As an indicatioon of the rangee of values,
side_ob
bject had highest mean total rootation cost of 1..727 radians
(SE = 0.1112 radians)) and side_sketcch had lowest tootal rotation
cost m
mean of 1.244 raddians (SE=0.1112 radians).

P
Performing the Fishers
F
least sign
nificant differencce (LSD) post-ho
oc
teest revealed thatt side_object too
ok significantly longer (at the 5%
leevel) than the other
o
conditions,, but the time difference betweeen
thhe other conditio
ons did not diffeer significantly.

A spliit plot ANOVA
A was conductted on the unntransformed
rotationn data with the ffour conditions aas the main variaable and the
split onn the test clusteer. The ANOVA
A adjusted for oorder effects
and thee differences bettween pairs. Whhen tested for diifferences in
rotationn cost, the analyysis found a staatistical differennce between
me analysis
the fouur conditions (F
F(3,24)=3.58, p=
=0.028). The sam
did noot show a signnificant differennce between ttest clusters
(F(3,1225)=1.19, p=0.3 15), however itt did reveal a significance
differennce in the interractions betweenn test cluster annd condition
(F(9,1225)=2.59,p=0.0009).
The Fi shers LSD postt-hoc test was aapplied to the coonditions to
determiine that side_ob
bject had a signiificantly higher rrotation cost
comparred to the otherr three conditionns. The differennce between
side_sk
ketch and top_sk
ketch is not signnificant at the 5%
% level.

Figure 9. The average
a
compleetion of each triial by condition.
Error bars rep
present the stan
ndard error of the
t mean, back-transfformed from th
he log transform
mation.
C
Cost
T
Translation Cos
st
T
Top_object had
d the lowest traanslation cost mean
m
of 122.9m
mm
(SE=7.7mm). Th
he two side con
nditions had co
omparable mean
ns:
sside_object had
d 188.4m (SE=
=11.6mm) and side_sketch haad
1190.2mm (SE=11.7mm).
A split plot anallysis of variancee was conducted
d on the (also lo
og
trransformed) daata to test for differences in
n translation co
ost
bbetween the fou
ur conditions. It
I was found that
t
a significaant
ddifference existss (F(3,24)=8.56, p<0.001) at the condition leveel,
bbut not between the
t test clusters (F(3,125)=0.96,p
p>0.05).

Figu
ure 11. The averrage total rotatiion error of eacch trial by
present the
condiition for each teest cluster . Thee error bars rep
stan
ndard error of the mean.
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Obserrvations
In geneeral there were key differences in the usage off object and
sketch. Each of the ppairs independenntly developed and agreed
upon thheir own strateggy for interaction. Many of thesse strategies
repeateed themselves bbetween pairs, and this section aims to
highligght the differennt approaches used. Overall, sketching
involveed a lot less innteraction with the system, wiith a lot of
emphassis on the spokeen conversation. Generally, the oobject based
trials w
were conducted with minimal cconversation annd mostly in
silence . This seemed too result in the worker feeling moore involved
and valluable during skeetching.
The intteraction graphs in Figure 13 shhow an example of when the
screen was being toucched in two coorresponding triaals, and are
indicatiive of the inteeraction graphs across most trrials. Object
manipuulation typicallyy involved continual adjustmennt using the
system while the sketcching systems teended to be useed for initial
placem
ments and then veerbal adjustmentts.

Figure 12. Thee average total aggregate cost of each trial by
y
condition. Errror bars repressent the standarrd error of the
mean, back
k-transformed after a log tran
nsformation.
A
Aggregate Cost
T
To test for differences in cost among
a
the four conditions a sp
plit
pplot ANOVA was
w used on th
he (log transfo
ormed) data wiith
aadjustments for pair
p and order efffects, and test cllusters as the spllit.
T
This analysis found
fo
significan
nt differences between
b
the fo
our
cconditions (F(3,24)=7.48,p<0.0
01). It also found
f
significaant
vvariation at the test
t cluster levell (F(3,125)=2.83
3, p<0.05) as weell
aas the interacctions between
n test cluster and conditio
on
(F(9,125)=1.97, p<0.05).
p

Some box layouts w
were more 'recoognizable' than others. For
examplle, three of the boxes in one coonfiguration werre in a row,
and par
articipants somettimes named this shape. One eexpert noted
"this loooks like a conga line" while annother called it a "snake". In
these cases, participants defaulted to using moostly verbal
commuunication.

T
Top_object had
d the smallest aggregate cost with a mean of
9970mm (SE=72.44mm). Top_ssketch had a mean
m
of 1,443m
mm
(SE=92.45mm), while the side_
_object conditio
on performed wiith
m, SE=118.84m
mm). Fishers' posstthhe greatest cost (mean=1,562mm
hhoc LSD test was
w used to determine the sign
nificance of theese
innteractions. It was
w found that the
t aggregate co
ost of top_objeect
w
was significantly
y lower than the cost of all threee other condition
ns.
Itt was also show
wn at the 5% lev
vel, top_sketch had a lesser co
ost
thhan the aggreg
gate cost of sid
de_object, but not a significaant
eenough differencce from side_skeetch.

Figuree 13. Typical exxamples of screeen contact timin
ngs for two
ssimilar tasks (L
Left) using objeect based interaction
(Right) ussing sketch baseed interaction.
Strateg
gies for Objectt based Manipu
ulation
Typicallly object manippulation only saw
w the use of tw
wo strategies.
Either the expert woulld position one box and ask thhe worker to
worker place
move itt, or position alll four boxes andd then have the w
them alll. The one-at-a--time approach sseemed to have bbenefits and
weakneesses. On one hhand, it allowed for boxes to bee placed and
used ass a reference pooint for the placcement of the oother boxes;
howeveer, often this w
would also becoome a source oof occlusion
dependding on how the worker moved around the scenne. In a few
cases, tthe expert wouldd be distracted bby the worker aand then ask
them too wait until the cues were all ppositioned. Thiss meant that
most ppairs of participaants ended up oon the all-at-once and then
adjust sstrategy. One paarticular pair haad a different strrategy to the
others tthough. Instead of being mostlyy silent in the oobject mode,
this paair was very veerbally collaborrative; the expeert used the

Q
Qualitative
T
The participants in the role of ‘E
Expert’ were each
h presented with
ha
sseries of statements and asked to rate them on
o a Likert scalle.
F
Figure 14(a) sho
ows that side_sk
ketch was not co
onsidered as "eaasy
too get the hang of", as the other three
t
conditions.. All experts agrree
thhat top_object was
w "easy to gett the hang of". When
W
asked abo
out
eease of communication (Figure 14(b)), we see a positive result in
top_sketch, top_
_object and side_object. Howeever, there was no
n
cclear indication as to whether or
o not it is easy
y to communicaate
w
when sketching from the side. The majority of those with an
a
oopinion disagreed with the statem
ment. Participan
nts also felt that by
b
thhe end of the trial, they were pro
oficient at both systems
s
from bo
oth
aangles (Figure 14
4(c)).

Figure 14. Participant Responses
R
to Qu
ualitative Surveey.
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Table 2 highlights that the change of view point has an effect on
the performance of the object manipulation technique whereas
sketching was not shown to vary in the same way. Many of these
quantitative results differed from the participant self evaluations
which highlighted a distinct preference for the object
manipulation technique.

worker to guide the position of the cue. A typical example was the
following:
Expert: "Okay, now this needs to be closer to the gray line"
Worker: "Follow my finger and I'll lead you to the gray line".
Sketching Strategies
The sketching condition saw a multitude of strategies for drawing
and specifying the boxes. In this case, one-at-a-time was more
common than all-at-once, but the method in which these were
specified took the form of either one, two or four lines per box.
Figure 15 shows the most common strategies in order of
popularity, while the one line method (informally) appeared to be
the most efficient. Each of these strategies also seemed to have
benefits and limitations.

Effect of Viewpoint
We originally expected sketching to be hindered by the angled
view point, and thus would perform significantly worse than
sketching from the top camera. This was based on the assumption
of a higher cognitive load making it difficult for the expert to
compensate for the perspective change. The difference in
difficulty was reported in the questionnaire with many participants
stating side_sketch was hard to get the hang of and that it was
difficult to communicate what needed to be done. In the
experimenter observations, it was also noted that many
participants verbally exclaimed during the trial 'oh this is hard' or
'hold on, I'm trying to figure out how to adjust'. However, in the
quantitative results, despite the perceived difficulty, there was no
significant difference in total time spent nor accuracy between
side_sketch and top_sketch. The difference between quantitative
and qualitative results can perhaps be explained by the
‘learnability’ of the system; despite initially having a hard time
processing the perspective change, participants also reported that,
by the end of the trial, they felt more proficient at sketching from
the side.

In the ‘Four Lines’ approach, the expert could not easily replicate
the dimensions of the box- especially from the angled view point,
with one participant exclaiming "let me draw that again, that’s not
supposed to be a diamond, I can't draw rectangles properly". In
the ‘One Line’ approach the worker would align the center of the
box with the line. However, the length of the line was often longer
than the box, thus verbal adjustments along the line needed to be
made. The two lines approach took two forms; either they would
draw a 'T' as pictured in Figure 15, or they would draw an 'L' to
specify a corner. These were effective methods, though the lines
were often not perpendicular, and the correct meaning of the
sketch needed confirmation in each case. Other notable strategies
that lead to long trial completion times included drawing pairs of
vertical and horizontal lines whose intersection points indicated
the corners. Several pairs used the markings in the environment to
align the positions with the boxes e.g. "between these two gray
lines".

In the self assessment of the participants, and unlike side_sketch,
side_object was reported as being easy to get the hang of and
easy to communicate. Thus, qualitatively speaking, there was no
significant disadvantage in using the side view camera.
The quantitative results showed that side_object performed worse
than top_object on all four measures. Firstly, the task time was
significantly higher from the side, and this was informally
observed to be because the expert would spend a lot of time
making minor rotational adjustments to the cue. However, despite
all the rotational adjustments, side_object was still significantly
less accurate than top_object. The inference from these results is
that object manipulation does not overcome the issues arising
from a perspective change.

Figure 15. Example Sketching Strategies
(left) Four Lines, (center) Two Lines, and (right) One Line
DISCUSSION
A summary of the quantitative user study results can be seen in
Table 2. It is apparent that the object manipulation technique was
able to improve upon sketching, but not in all circumstances.

Effect of Interaction Technique
The experimenter noted that often when object manipulation took
more time than sketching it may have been due to the expert
spending more time adjusting for minor rotational differences
using the system. Rather, while in the sketching mode, most
adjustment requests occurred verbally. The measured data agrees
with this, and we can surmise that the time spent adjusting
rotations was not particularly efficient.
Qualitatively, most participants preferred object manipulation
over sketching, which indicates that despite side_object
performing differently to side_sketch, the expert did not perceive
this difference.
Factors of High Cost
There were several factors that were not quantified but may have
had an effect on the cost measurements within these experiments.
One of these is the latency inherent in any networked
collaborative system. The crux of the issue is there always exists
some noticeable delay between the user touching the screen and
appropriate feedback appearing in the form of a projection
through the video feed. In our system, this issue is noticeable by
the expert but not the worker. The majority of experts in our user
study explicitly stated that this latency affected the usability of the

Table 2. Summary of Quantitative Results (Left) Object vs.
Sketch, keeping View constant (Right) Top vs. Side Camera
View, for each Interaction Technique.
‘’ indicates the condition that performed significantly better,
while ‘=’ indicates no significant difference.
When using the top camera view, object manipulation provided a
significant benefit to translation accuracy whilst taking the same
amount of time as sketching. However, in the side angled camera,
we see that the object manipulation method was significantly less
effective in terms of time and rotation. The right hand side of
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system. However, the effect of this latency was disproportionately
noticeable between conditions. Specifically, the majority of
participants reported that the latency impaired the use of object
manipulation while only some reported an effect on the sketching
mode. This may be explained by previous familiarity and
confidence with sketching.

manipulation based SAR remote guidance could be applied to
procedural and psychomotor tasks of the kind described by
Henderson and Feiner [11].
Finally, the potential for future work exists in bringing more realworld constraints into the virtual scene. Greater semantic
knowledge of objects within the scene could be used to impose
further real-world constraints on the virtual targets. The
appropriate constraints to use for various task contexts is now an
open question for exploration and research.

Another factor is the effect of occlusion. From the side viewpoint,
the positions of the boxes would often occlude the visibility (for
the expert) of the cues being projected on the table, but this was
not much of an issue in the top view. Additionally, the worker’s
body and movement would also be a source of occlusion that
affected the ability of the expert in both views. As a strategy to
deal with this, in the object conditions, many pairs resorted to
positioning all four box targets before the worker moved any of
them. This strategy essentially made the remote guidance very
sequential and could almost be described as a form of
asynchronous collaboration. In that form of collaboration, the
worker and the expert do not need to work together
simultaneously, and instead could collaborate with a significant
time separation. This could be useful for certain industrial
applications; consider for example, the scenario where a manager
connects to the remote site at the start of the day, assigns orders
(such as highlighting the places to drill) and moves onto other
work without needing to supervise the entire time. Later, the
manager could reconnect to assign new orders or make
adjustments.
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